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Abstract

Map represent the source of information which is able to make clearly of consumer and also geometric correctness and interesting presentation. Production of Mount Bromo tourism map is according to the cartographic method.

This tourism Map is alighted from the topografi map scale 1 : 25,000 and also enhancing of access road, information of tourism object and public facility. Production of the Tourism Book is to equip and give the consumer more complete information about Mount Bromo Tourism Area. Production of this tourism map pay attention to cartographic aspect that is include layout design and map appearance, selection of colour, exaggeration, symbolizing, and visual balance.

Result and analysis by cartographic that is average value efficiency colour symbol 61.44 % in Good category, using A1 size paper and layout map element which have entered in visual balance criterion. End of he result is the Mount Bromo Tourism Map scale 1 : 25,000 and Mount Bromo Tourism Book.
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